
Rules 

1. Overview. 
1. This is an elimination style competition.  Every competitor will run in the first round.  The top 5 

scoring competitors of round 1 will advance to round 2. 

2. Each competitor will begin with 100 points, and 0:00 time on clock at start of each attempted 
run. 

3. Only the competitors that advance to round 2 will run a 2nd, run. 
1. Those competitors with the highest 3 scores in round 2 will be placed 1st. 2nd. And 3rd. 

4. Timing will be used as: 
1. A tie breaker. 
2. To keep competitors moving at a steady yet controlled pace. 
3. As a penalty factor for those that become too slow based on predetermined average course 

times. Section 3.5 below.  

5. Generally timing will not be a significant factor unless competitor is over the predetermined 
average course time, or did not finish the course. 
1. Timing will NOT be used to: 

1. Earn extra/bonus points for a faster run time. 

6. Competitor’s main objective is to not loose points from penalties during their run. Winner/Order 
of finishing will be determined by: 
1. Total points remaining that competitor has from each run that the competitor attempted. 
2. Time will be used as a tie-breaker for competitors with the same point totals within the same 

class. 
1. Lowest time determines winner when used as a tie-breaker. 

2. Scoring. 
1. Competitors will start each run with 100 points and 0:00 on time.  
2. Each obstacle is worth an equal share of the total 100 points. 

1. If a main obstacle is not completed, points from that obstacle will be deducted from 
competitors score.   

2. Examples 
1. 3 obstacles in a competition. 100/3 = 33 points each (rounded down) 
2. 4 obstacles in a competition. 100/4 = 25 points each 
3. 5 obstacles in a competition. 100/5 = 20 points each 
4. 6 Obstacles in a competition. 100/6 = 16 points each (rounded down) 

3. Each competitor will have points deducted for the following yellow flag conditions per occurrence: 
1. Backing up -1 point per occurrence. 
2. Each time a tire intrudes/breaks the plane/line of the lane -2 points. 

1. For every lane marker, or series of lane marker that vehicle intrudes/breaks the 
competitor will loose 2 points each. 
1. Example: Vehicle is out of lane for 3 lane markers, driver looses 6 points (2 points 

each) 
3. Stuck, stalled, or inoperable vehicles on the course. 

1. If a vehicle becomes stuck, stalled or inoperable (forward Progress after one (1) minute), 
it will be yellow flagged and allowed 1 minute to get back moving under its own power or 
by regaining traction. 
1. This yellow flag will come with a -1 point deduction. 



2. If the vehicle cannot regain forward progress during the yellow flag time period, the 
vehicle will then become red flagged, and have a 1 minute final time period to regain 
forward progress. 
1. This red flag will come with a -1 point deduction. 

3. If the vehicle cannot regain power/traction during a yellow, then a red flag time period (2 
minutes total) it will become timed out, and that run will end. DNF 
1. Timing out will come with a -1 point deduction. 

4. Spotters will not be allowed to touch the vehicle/hang on the vehicle/push the vehicle.  This is a 
safety consideration. 
1. A -10 points will be assessed for first time occurrence 
2. Competitor will be red flagged for a second occurrence and run will be stopped. 

5. Competitors/Spotters will not be allowed to do any maintenance while on the course.  This is a 
safety consideration. 
1. A -10 points will be assessed for first time occurrence 
2. Competitor will be red flagged for a second occurrence and run will be stopped. 

6. Rolled and/or inoperable vehicles on course. 
1. A rolled/flopped vehicle cannot be pushed back over to continue run. 
2. A rolled/flopped vehicle can try to self recover if these safety issues are not present:  Driver 

will immediately stop vehicle and scorer will confirm these factors. 
1. Driver wants to continue. 
2. Driver/Spotter are not injured 
3. No other injuries to any bystander (Scorer/Judge/Spotter/etc..) 
4. Vehicle has no leaking oil/fluids present 
5. There is no smoke/fire present 

Once above factors have been evaluated drive will be instructed to stop or continue. 

3. Vehicles that become a safety consideration will be red flagged and removed from the course. 

7. Red flagged vehicles that do not cross the finish line, and loss of points for uncompleted 
obstacles. 
1. Competitor will remain in the competition, but competitor will forfeit points for any 

uncompleted obstacle(s). Per 2.2.2. Section above. 
2. Uncompleted is defined as the rear vehicle tires not crossing the obstacle completion line. 

3. Timed. 
1. Timing will begin when vehicle (breaks) crosses the start line 

2. Timing will end when: 
1. Vehicle (Breaks) crosses the finish line. 
2. Vehicle becomes stuck for longer than two minutes. 
3. Vehicle gets red flagged. 

3. Timing will be used to keep the competitors moving at a steady pace. 

4. Timing will be used as a tie-breaker between two competitors that have tied in points within a 
class. 

5. An average course time will be established for each classification prior to competition for the 
route used in each specific competition. 
1. Once the average time is established, that average will be used to mark where a time penalty 

is established. 



1. For every minute (60 seconds) or part of, that the competitor is over the Average time, 
competitor will be assessed -2 points. 

6. Red Flagged/Vehicles that do not cross the finish line. 
1. If a vehicle becomes red flagged (run ends/stuck/DNF), competitor will use whichever time is 

greater. 
1. Competitor will use their existing time. 
2. Competitor will be assessed the predetermined average time as explained in section 5. 

above. 

4. Safety. 
1. Minimum safety items to compete.  Applies to all competition vehicles/competitors. 

1. Must be a hard top vehicle or have a functioning roll-bar/safety bar that protects driver and 
spotter if a spotter is used 

2. All Occupants will wear a helmet at all times when on the competition track. 
3. Competitor/Spotters are not allowed to exit/enter the vehicle while on the competition track, 

not withstanding an emergency, fire, leaking liquids etc… Competitor will then exit. 
1. If the competitor elects to have the spotter spot from inside the vehicle, then spotter has 

to remain in the vehicle during the complete run. Additionally spotter has to comply with 
4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4 of these safety rules. 

2. If competitor elects to have spotter spot from outside the vehicle spotter has to remain 
outside the vehicle during the complete run. 

4. All occupants will wear seatbelts while on the track 
5. All vehicles must pass, comply, and remain within the tech inspect and safety inspect 

requirements. 
6. Basic Safety Inspect items: 

1. Hard top or roll bar that protect occupants. 
2. Transmission dipstick Zip tied. 
3. Vehicle interior/cab clear and clean of extra items in cab area?  Toolboxes, tools etc 
4. Clean engine compartment, no excessive oil grease build up (fire hazard in a roll). 
5. No excessive oil/transmission leaking when off or running. 
6. Body Panels secure /none missing. 



OFFICIALS 

1. The course official and/or the official staff will have final say on all matters. 
1. Track officials will not interact,  interfere or report score to competitors during run. 
2. Track officials are not to help spot, guide or suggest solutions to any competitor. 
3. Track officials will only notify competitors/spotters during a: 

1. Yellow Flag (one minute time) warning to notify competitor. 
2. Red Flag (end of run did not finish DNF) situation. 
3. Any safety concerns issues the official deems necessary to point out.  (i.e..Spotter in an 

unsafe position). 

2. Rules Officials/Judges will have ability to 
1. Reverse penalties if they deem it necessary. 
2. Can only adjust point penalties. 
3. These points include points assessed from a time penalty. 
4. Cannot adjust the actual time of the course run. 

1. i.e..deduct or add time to a competitors run. 

Examples for scoring with/without time penalties. 

Example Course has 5 main obstacles.     Predetermined average time of course is 9:00 

Example 1. 
Competitor finishes course but over average time. 
Time was 9:08. 
Competitor will be charged -2 points for being over the average. 

Example 2. 
Competitor finishes course but over average time. 
Time was 10:15 
Competitor will be charged a -4points.  (-2 points for each 60 seconds, or part of) 

Example 3. 
Competitor does not finish course. DNF. 
Competitor gets red flagged on last obstacle, with over the predetermined average time at 9:48 
Competitor will use their own time of 9:48 and be charged a -2 points. (-2 points for each 60 seconds, or 
part of) 
Competitor will be charged a yellow flag -1, and a red flag -1, and a rd flag DNF Penalty of -1 point, for a 
total of -3 points. (Red Flag DNF) 
Competitor will be charged -20 points for the one unfinished obstacle. 
Total - 25 points. 

Example 4. 
Competitor does not finish course. 
Competitor gets Red Flagged on 4th. Obstacle. Competitors time was at 7:15 when red flagged. 
Competitor will use the predetermined average course time of 9:00 since their original time was less. No 
points deducted since competitor was not over any time limit. 
Competitor will be charged a yellow flag -1, and a red flag -1, and a rd flag DNF Penalty of -1 point, for a 
total of -3 points. (Red Flag DNF) 
Competitor will be charged -40 points for 2 unfinished obstacles. 
Total -43 points. 


